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There are times when you can't beat a good old piece of paper. This page was created for those times. Whether you are a teacher looking for a handout music lesson or a student needing a free piano or guitar chord chart for your music folder, you've come to the right place. There are 13
free music lists on this page: printed, downloadable, attractive. They range from empty musical staff (or stave if you're from the UK) to piano chord charts showing all the basic basic and minor chords and the same for guitar. Let the download begin! Let's start from the beginning. Carte
clang. Pure potential. This empty music staff template is perfect for: Doing a homework boost is your next lesson Composing your masterpieceBoth triple key and bass key included. The lines are slightly gray, so writing over them is easy, they are also large, with a good interval size to make
writing easier. Click here to download now. Sometimes you need to mix the old with the new. This is exactly what our empty musical staff and tablature template does. This printed sheet is perfect for: Exploring both types of notation at the same time taching staff music for students who
understand tablatureProviding students with both versions to make learning easier On the page contains four rows of staff and tablature together. The lines have blurred quite big to make writing and reading easy. Click here to download now. These days, some good tablature and a sense of
rhythm are all you need. With this empty tablature pattern, we get you on the right foot. This sheet can be used for: Copying tunes from another sourceTeaching tablature and songsQuikwily penning your last hook In fact, the possibilities are endless. Click here to download now. With a few
piano chords you can take over the world. This empty piano chord pattern gives you room for more than a few. Here are some ideas to use: Draw chords and build songsWrite each chord in keyTeach intervals and chord structureLet's face it, many of the most popular songs in history use
the same five or six chords. You can put all these chords on one of our template sheets. That's the efficiency! Click here to download now. There's nothing better than strumming a guitar. It's the first thing you learn and it never gets old. Before you can strum though, you need to know some
chords. Here's where our empty guitar chord patterns come in. Here are some ways to use them: Use one sheet template per song to easy referenceMake to record the most common chords students have to write chords to remember them So, the next time you need to write out the fourth,
fifth, minor drops and basic lift, you'll be well prepared. Click here to download now. here it is, your ticket to the realization of the dream of a lifetime. On this free printed sheet are the chord charts of all the major open guitar chords. Here's why it's surprisingly handy printouts: This is the first
thing you need as a beginner (except for guitar)Thousands of legendary songs can be With these chordsIf you're a teacher, avoid writing these chords out... again, because we know the teachers and we know the students, we know you will love this sheet. Click here to download now. You
have open chords sorted. Now you are ready to take on barre chords. Our free basic barrel chord charts show you the shapes you need to get rolling. Here's how this sheet can help you: It shows you how to play every major barre chordSince it emphasizes as Barre chords slide it's great
for learning This sheet, added to the open chord sheet covers the most popular songLet's face it, you hand most likely pain a bit when you start studying barre chords. Knowing this, we created this sheet so that your head doesn't hurt as well. Click here to download now. If you want a solo
like Jimi or Eric you need to start with a pentatonic scale. We made it very easy for you with our clear and concise pentatonic scale on the guitar sheet. That's why you need this printout: It's super easy to readIt explains how to use both basic and minor pentatonic scaleTeachers, we love
your hand-drawn scales... But your handwriting needs workAfter ten minutes of tinkering with the pentatonic scale you'll be ready to jam on our free support tracks. No matter what you do, you'll sound great. Click here to download now. So you've mastered the pentatonic scale and think life
isn't much better? Think again. Time for a blues scale! This is what you get with our blues scale on the guitar sheet: The same easy-to-read layout as our pentatonic scaleIt explains how to place the scale on a keyComparing to our pentatonic scale sheet quickly showing blue notes There's
nothing cooler than a blue note thrown at the right moment. That's why this printout is always a hit with both students and teachers. Click here to download now. To get this joyful, clean sound, you can't beat a large scale. With our large scale on the guitar sheet you can re-mi fa so to the
content of your heart. Here are some ideas to use: Learn to play these sweet large-scale solosShow, as guitar notes correlate with those on the teach keyboard singing scales on the guitar rather than needing piano But guitar education is complete without major scale. This is the key (sorry
for the pun) to understand how much music is combined with each other and is an invaluable tool in any musician's belt. Click here to download now. This scale is great. Once you start playing in natural minor (usually just called minor) key, your music will sound emotional, deep and often
quite dark. Our natural insignificant scale on the guitar sheet brings you this very powerful sound. Here are some ways to use it: Start improvising over In minor keys (there are many!) note how the pentatic scale fits into the natural insignificant scaleI natural insignificant scale to build on the
pentatonic and expand possibilitiesIn the natural insignificant scale is one of the main products of each genre of music. From rock to reggae and classics, this scale is one of the most versatile around. Click here to Nwo. When students tell us that they want to play songs on the piano as
quickly as possible, we smile and nod. Then we pass to them our main sheets of piano chords (there are two of them). Here's why: The basic chords are easy to shape to make and remember The inversions of each chord included in the chartsAfter students played their first major chord,
they connected to the life of The Memjor chords and piano match made in heaven. That's why so many great modern songs start with nothing but the main chord on the piano. Some things just can't be improved. Click here to download now. Small chords are the stuff of life. They add depth
to songs about love, conviction in stadium anthems and darkness to concept albums. That's why we share these two piano minor chord charts along with a warning: use them wisely because they have great power. However, here are a few reasons why these charts are great: They are easy
to read and compare with each otherAll the minor chords (and inversions) fit well into two brief sheets of Menor chords night as the day's main chords, the balance requires both coupled with piano major chord charts, these two sheets done in a few weeks of learning, years of mastery and
infinity writing. That's a lot to get for free! Click here to download now. Free guitar chord chart spaces can come in real handy. If you want to show your students that music isn't MAGIC, but there's some sense as it all comes together, there's nothing better than writing it on paper yourself - or
writing it. Tablature and staff paper are the same. Scroll through the page to link to free downloadable PDF files. Please scroll down the page to download the link. Perhaps you want to show your student a guitar a different way of making a chord, or write some guitar scales. How about
showing them how to turn a minor chord into a seventh, or a set of power chords, or a special set of chords, or... Well, there are only a lot of reasons to have empty guitar chord patterns around. The page above will be a good size for showing a 12-bar-blues chord set (I used it for that)! If
you're printing charts with chords already marked in fretboards, take a look at these giant guitar fretboard chord charts, for beginners. Some very handy sheets that all my guitar students keep in their laptops are six chords per sheet charts that show basic family chords (Key C chords, key D
chords, etc).). Then, for those learning to read regular notes, here's a note-by-note guide that matches the staff notes of the guitar tablature notes. On the page below there is enough space on it for an entire octave of 2-string chords (power chords). Please scroll down the page to download
the link. Writing carved notes in pencil really helps up to students as chords are constructed. It goes without saying (here I say this) that children should have an understanding of the musical alphabet, and as notes on guitars correspond to it (especially notes missing between E and F, and
between B and C). Another application for these sheets is in testing your students on their chords. Can they write in the missing notes on the right lines? Or can they combine the primary bass note of the chord? Let me know if you'll give out any other uses for blank chord pattern pages!
Here are download links to free PDF files: Download free print guitar chord charts to fill yourself with download smaller guitar chord chart Toreador: Piano notes of this famous opera music! These are energetic arrangements of EASIER than they sound. Read more Songs Old and Songs
New is an easy and easy way to start your budding piano students - from piano keyboard sheets and weights and chords, up to 265 pages of music! More Kate Emht is a piano teacher in the United States. See what she composes and organizes for her students! More piano chord models
for beginners to learn broken chords. Help them get EASE and get to know this musical instrument! More Canon notes for your early piano student. The newest version could be the EASIEST CANON arrangement in the world! Six different versions, and the duo secondo. More Staff paper
PDF files for your music lessons, FREE. Large horizontal and vertical staff pages with clef symbols! Download printed staff paper of all types More Classic piano note - 1-page intro. Check out the newest addition - Hint: Now there are two intros in the Moonlight Sonata!!! More Sweet Betsy
from Pike guitar chords, tabs, and lyrics will make it an easy song for a novice guitarist to learn! Check out the free note here. More Sweet Betsy from Pike is a great old-fashioned song with a story to sing! Easy piano arrangements, lead sheets, and sheet too! More Sticks music easy to
play on rot - wrong! Now with parts 2 and 3. Sharpen the abilities of your students with duets and solos with precise melodies. More the queen Esther in the BibleThis a beautiful book of songs for piano and Esther's voice, for such a time as this, available as a digital download, tells the
fascinating story of a time when Jews in ancient Persia faced an enemy named Aman, and how a brave young queen risked her life to save her people. A good choice for a singing story, an opera group, a short theatre production or a class of children! This book is also available from
Amazon in paperback. Just Black KeysThis book is available as a digital download from this site. Visit this page to see some free examples from the book. It's also available from Amazon in paperback! It's the perfect easy start for little pianists. And when they start reading white key notes
on employees, it's a fun simple resource to say every Choose a new black key song at home this week and figure it out to show me the next lesson! They'll spend more time at the piano. The Adventures of TonstaA are ideally read aloud by a collection of stories for for boys or girls. The
adventures of Tonsta highlight the journey of a very young boy with a good heart who goes about helping people in trouble. With a red cap on his head and a bag of tools sl over his shoulder, Tonstah seems to meet people in trouble wherever he gets. Lots of trolls in this book - including the
one who gives him a Christmas present! Available on Amazon By Dana ThynesHi, I'm Dana! (Say it like Anna.) I am the owner of Music-for-Music-Teachers.com, and a new site, SingTheBibleStory.com.Like some of you, I have been playing the piano since early childhood and have added
a few other instruments along the way as well as an interest in organizing and composing music. You can find out more about me and the reason for this site on my About Me page. Page. blank piano chord chart pdf. printable blank piano chord chart
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